The prefrontal cortex (PFC) plays an important role in cognitive process related to executive function, but is also active during resting states. Quantifying prefrontal cortex activity during resting states provides a baseline for interpreting task-induced brain activity. Researchers commonly use resting conditions where participants are prompted to stare at a screen (eyes open) or close their eyes (eyes closed). Are these two conditions equivalent representations of a baseline resting state? Further, does prefrontal cortex activity during these conditions change as a function of development? The aim of this study was to examine differences in prefrontal cortex activity between eyes open and eyes closed conditions during resting states in children and adults to provide a rationale of proper selection of baseline condition in future research. Thirty-six participants in 3 age groups were recruited in this study including twenty-four adults, five 12 -15 years old children, and seven 8 -11 years old children. Relative changes in concentrations of oxygenated hemoglobin (Δoxy-Hb) and deoxygenated hemoglobin (Δdeoxy-Hb) were obtained by using functional Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS) in eyes closed (EC) and eyes open (EO) conditions, 3 minutes each. Contrasts were tested to compare the differences of Δoxy-Hb and Δdeoxy-Hb between eyes open and eyes closed conditions. The EC condition had significantly higher Δoxy-Hb than EO when all groups were combined (t (17.268) = 3.021, p = .008, Cohen's d = −0.72). When comparing Δoxy-Hb between eyes conditions within each group, the younger group had significantly higher Δoxy-Hb in EC than EO (t (9.459) = 2.734, p = 0.022, Cohen's d = −1.46). Based on these results, the EO condition may be a better baseline condition, particularly in studies with younger children, since it has less activity in the PFC that could interfere with interpretations of task-induced activity.
Introduction
Researchers interested in studying developmental changes in cognitive function have a variety of brain imaging technologies from which they can chose. Given that all technologies have limitations, technological limitations can be daunting or highly unlikely to be overcome for scientists whose participant pools include children and patient populations. For example, a "gold standard" technique, functional Magnetic Resonant Imaging (fMRI), while providing excellent spatial resolution, is very expensive, and not readily transportable. Further, participants must remain still during testing as movement may result in noteworthy signal artifact-the accuracy of fMRI results is considerably affected by movement. By comparison, a relatively novel technology, functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS), is less expensive, easily transportable, and less sensitive to movement artifacts [1] [2] [3] [4] . This allows more movement during measurement, so participants can actually perform the tasks in more naturalistic settings. fNIRS detects hemodynamic changes induced by brain activity based on optical properties of oxygenated hemoglobin (oxy-Hb) and deoxygenated hemoglobin (deoxyHb). Oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb can be separated by using a few sample wavelengths based on their unique absorption coefficients at different wavelengths [5] . These characteristics make fNIRS a desirable technology for the study of cognitive development in children, particularly if tasks under study involve any movement component.
An early, essential step in using fNIRS to understand cognitive development is to determine baseline measures during a resting state from which task-related cognitive activity can be compared. Without a baseline, even the most precise measure of brain activity cannot be appropriately interpreted. Neuroimaging studies using different types of instrumentation have shown different activation patterns in diverse parts of the brain during resting states, particularly in conditions where a participant's eyes were either open or closed. In electroencephalography (EEG) studies, alpha band rhythm, which was mainly found in the posterior part of the brain, was at a higher level in the eyes closed condition when compared to the eyes open condition, indicating an increase in arousal level [6] [7] . Focal reductions were also seen in other bands (delta, theta, and beta) from eyes closed to eyes open condition. The reduction of delta and theta bands was associated with stimulus processing, indicating increased activation [8] [9]. Differences in brain activation between eyes open and eyes closed conditions were also found in studies using fMRI. In fMRI studies, greater spontaneous Blood Oxygenation Level-Dependent (BOLD) oscillations were found in eyes closed condition when compared to the eyes open condition [10] . Regarding functional connectivity, syn-chronous activation of spatially remote brain regions, through using fMRI, higher functional connectivity was reported in both eyes open and eyes closed conditions in different studies [6] [11] [12] [13] . Preliminary research with adults using fNIRS has also indicated that brain activity differs between the eyes open and closed conditions [14] .
The sum of these studies suggests that experimental baseline conditions that do not Meanwhile, each neuroimaging technique measures signals associated with specific physiological mechanisms and outcomes from studies using different techniques and cannot be applied interchangeably without caution [15] . Therefore, it is important to differentiate the resting brain activation patterns between eyes open and eyes closed conditions to choose an appropriate baseline condition for specific task conditions.
We are particularly interested in the prefrontal cortex (PFC). The prefrontal cortex is involved in Executive Functions (EF) which included cognitive processes such as decision making, working memory, planning, inhibition of responses, and cognitive flexibility. It also plays a key role in self-regulation and contingency-based learning [16] [17] [18] . The PFC integrates primary sensorimotor processes and modulates higherorder cognitive functions [19] [20] . The disruption of the PFC has been suggested to be the underlying reason for behavioral symptoms of mental disorders such as Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) [21] [22] [23] . A variety of studies have examined PFC activity during executive-related tasks such as Go/No Go tasks [24] , Verbal Fluency Tests [25] [26] , the Stroop task [27] [28] , N-back tasks [29] [30] , and a combination of the Stroop task and an N-back task [31] . An event-related activation was found in the PFC during executive-related tasks. Increased activation is expected to be accompanied with increased concentration of oxygenated-hemoglobin (oxy-Hb) and decreased concentration of deoxygenated-hemoglobin (deoxy-Hb) [32] . Thus, both oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb were examined in current study.
The aim of current study was to compare developmental changes in PFC activation in two resting conditions (eyes open and eyes closed) among three age groups by using fNIRS as a means to determine a baseline condition that best represented "resting" state. Based on previous research, we hypothesized that concentrations of oxy-Hb and deoxy-Hb of the PFC would differ between eyes open and eyes closed conditions across all groups, and that these measures would change as a function of development.
Method

Participants
A total of 36 participants in three age groups, 8 to 11 years old (younger children), 12 to 15 years old (older children), and 20 to 35 years old (adults), participated in the study (Table 1) . Participants were recruited from local universities and communities by word-of-mouth near Tainan, Taiwan. Younger children were in the 2nd to 5th grades and older children were in the 6th to 9th grades. All adult participants had college degrees. All participants were physically and mentally healthy, and had no family history of any kind of medical disorders. A questionnaire of exclusion criteria was given to participants or their parents to confirm that they met the inclusion criteria and did not have any of the following exclusion criteria: 1) previous head injury of any type or severity, 2) a seizure disorder, 3) open wound on the forehead, 4) unable to stay in sitting position and rest for 6 minutes, and 5) allergic to rubbing alcohol. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at the National Cheng Kung University. Inform consent from adult participants and parents of minor participants were obtained before the study.
Procedures
Data were collected in the Biosignal Lab at the National Cheng Kung University. The lights in the room were dimmed during data collection due to the requirement of the 
fNIRS Measurements and Data Processing
Raw light signals were acquired using a multi-channel frequency-domain fNIRS system and ISS BOXY software package (Imagent; ISS Inc., Champaign, IL). Three components of light were measured: direct current, alternative current, and the phase of the photon density wave. The wavelengths of light sources were 690 nm and 830 nm. Twelve channels configured by three detectors and eight sources were recorded ( Figure  1) . A custom-made holding cap was placed on the forehead of participants. The interoptode distance was 3 cm. The midpoint of middle two sources at the lower row was located roughly at the Fpz position in 10 -20 international system. This recording area The first and the last 15 seconds of each condition were removed to prevent unstable state at the beginning of the test and the effect from previous activity [38] . The remaining 1875 data points were averaged in each channel. Z scores were then calculated using mean and standard deviation of all 12 channels in each participant using
Channels with extreme values (Z scores above 2 or less than 2) were removed [41] . After removed the extreme values, the average of remaining channels for each condition in each participant was calculated.
Statistical Analysis
Contrasts were tested for paired comparisons between eyes condition in each group and all groups combined since the data violated assumptions of normality and homogeneity. The variations of Δoxy-Hb and Δdeoxy-Hb between eyes conditions in each group were examined with contrast tests as well. A Welch correction was applied for unequal variance. All data were analyzed using Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) software (version 17, SPSS, Inc, Chicago, IL, USA). The level of significance was set at 0.05.
Results
Overall Effect of Condition on PFC Activation
With all groups combined, Δoxy-Hb was significantly different between conditions, 
Developmental Differences
When comparing Δoxy-Hb between eye conditions in each group, only the younger children had significantly higher concentrations in the eyes closed condition (t ( 
Discussion
The study was conducted to examine brain activity during resting states by measuring ∆oxy-Hb and ∆deoxy-Hb in the PFC in children and adults. With all groups combined, a significant difference existed between the eyes open and closed conditions, with a higher ∆oxy-Hb in the eyes closed condition. The PFC plays a key role in executive functions. It is also part of the default mode network (DMN) that activates during resting states and deactivates when performing goal-oriented tasks [42] . One function of the DMN is to monitor the external environment and prepare for unexpected future events. The DMN supports a broad low-level focus of attention of the external world during resting state by continuously gathering information and reallocating attention to previously unattended input as needed [16] .
The results of our study showed that activity in the PFC during resting was higher in When comparing differences between eyes open and eyes closed conditions, a significant difference was found only in younger children but not older children or adults.
The result indicated that the activity in the PFC in response to the transition between eyes open and eyes closed was age-dependent. To our knowledge, the current study was the first one to examine developmental changes in activity of the PFC between eyes open and eyes closed resting conditions. However, a previous study has reported agedependent responses in the PFC when participants reacted to an emotional stimulus.
Todd and colleagues [46] found a greater response in the left frontal regions when participants processed an emotional stimulus in younger children compared to an inhibition task while no difference was found between responses of an emotional stimulus and the inhibition task in adults. In addition to different patterns of responsiveness to an emotional stimulus in the PFC, event-related activations in the PFC to visual stimulation has been observed in an infant's brain which implies that the PFC may playa role in processing visual signals [47] . Our results showed different activation patterns in the PFC in response to visual stimulation, i.e. transition between eyes closed and eyes open, which suggested that the PFC contributed to processing of visual information, especially in younger children.
The differences between eyes open and eyes closed conditions in all groups were observed in ∆oxy-Hb but not ∆deoxy-Hb in our study which suggested that∆oxy-Hb is a more sensitive parameter to regional cerebral blood flow. This outcome was in accordance with previous findings that regional brain activation is always accompanied by increases in ∆oxy-Hb [48] . Regional brain activation requires glucose and oxygen consumption. The reduction of glucose and oxygenation results in increased blood flow to the region. The increased oxygen supply usually exceeds regional oxygen demands, resulting in increased oxygenation in the area [32] [49] [50] . An increase in oxygenation is presented in two patterns: 1) with an increase in total hemoglobin (HbT), and 2) with no changes in HbT [51] . In pattern one, an increase of ∆oxy-Hb with an increase or no changes in ∆deoxy-Hb are observed with increases in HbT. In pattern two, increases in ∆oxy-Hb with reciprocal decreases in ∆deoxy-Hb are observed with no changes in
HbT. While increases in ∆oxy-Hb are always observed in activated areas, ∆deoxy-Hb can be increasing, decreasing, or present with no changes [48] . Strangman and colleagues found a stronger correlation between blood-oxygenation level-dependent signal obtained by fMRI and concentration changes in ∆oxy-Hb acquired by fNIRS [52] . Correlation between concentration changes in ∆deoxy-Hb and event-related activation is weaker and less consistent [25] . Our results were matched with previous studies that ∆oxy-Hb provided a more meaningful finding than ∆deoxy-Hb. It suggested ∆oxy-Hb was a more sensitive outcome variable in fNIRS measurement for DMN and resting conditions assessments.
Limitations
Our results showed a significantly higher activation during eyes closed condition compared to eyes open condition when all groups were combined. When comparing ∆oxy-Hb between eye conditions in each group, significant differences were found in only the younger children. The same trend that a higher activation during eyes closed condition compared to eyes open condition was seen in both older children and adults. There were no prior data available to calculate effect size and power. Therefore, statistical power was limited with a low number of participants in older children and adult groups. It may be a reason for the not detecting differences between the conditions for the various groups. Given that the DMN differentiates between resting conditions and task or goal-oriented conditions, it may be important to include an attention demanding task (e.g., Stroop) or working memory task (e.g., Tower of Hanoi) along with the resting conditions to further differentiate the contributions of the PFC during the eyes open and eyes closed conditions prior to different task demands.
Conclusions and Future Directions
Resting state is a commonly used baseline condition in the study of brain activity during goal-oriented tasks. The selection of a baseline activity is critical to interpretation of task-induced activity. Our results showed that eyes open condition with a lower activity in the PFC might be a better baseline condition compared to eyes closed condition for executive-function tasks.
Medial PFC is part of the Default Mode Network (DMN), which activates during resting states. It is believed that the DMN helps an individual monitor the environment and prepare for an unpredicted future event. The higher activity in the PFC in the eyes closed condition may be related to the DMN. Regional activations in the PFC, e.g.
medial PFC versus lateral PFC, should be investigated to explore the function of DMN in different age groups. In addition to developmental changes of the DMN, we will examine development of the PFC functions by comparing the neuronal activity during executive function tasks to that during the resting state with eyes open.
